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ABSTRACT
Whitebox fuzzing extends dynamic test generation based on sym-
bolic execution and constraint solving from unit testing towhole-
application security testing. Unfortunately, input-dependent loops
may cause an explosion in the number of constraints to be solved
and in the number of execution paths to be explored. In practice,
whitebox fuzzers arbitrarily bound the number of constraints and
paths due to input-dependent loops, hence at the risk of missing
code and bugs.

In this work, we investigate the use of simple loop-guard pattern-
matching rules to automatically guess an input constraint defining
the number of iterations of input-dependent loops during dynamic
symbolic execution. We discover the loop structure of the program
on the fly, detectinduction variables, which are variables modi-
fied by a constant value during loop iterations, and infer simple
partial loop invariants relating the value of such variables. When-
ever a guess is confirmed later during the current dynamic sym-
bolic execution, we then inject new constraints representing pre and
post loop conditions, effectively summarizing the symbolic execu-
tion of that loop. These pre and post conditions are derived from
the partial loop invariants synthesized dynamically usingpattern-
matching rules on the loop guards and induction variables, with-
out requiring any static analysis, theorem proving, or input-format
specification. This technique has been implemented in the white-
box fuzzer SAGE, scales to large programs with many nested loops,
and we present results of experiments with a Windows 7 image
parser.

1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic test generation [11, 6] consists of running a program

while simultaneously executing the program symbolically in order
to gather constrains on inputs from conditional statementsencoun-
tered along the execution. Those constraints are then systematically
negated and solved with a constraint solver, generating newtest in-
puts to exercise different execution paths of the program. Over the
last few years, whitebox fuzzing [12] has extended the scopeof
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1 vo id main ( i n t x ) { / / x i s an i n p u t
2 i n t c = 0 , p = 0 ;
3 whi le ( 1 ) {
4 i f ( x <=0) break ;
5 i f ( c == 50) a b o r t 1 ( ) ; /∗ e r r o r 1 ∗ /
6 c = c + 1 ;
7 p = p + c ;
8 x = x − 1 ;
9 }

10 i f ( c == 30) a b o r t 2 ( ) ; /∗ e r r o r 2 ∗ /
11 }

Figure 1: A simple program with an input-dependent loop.

dynamic test generation from unit testing to whole-programsecu-
rity testing, thanks to new techniques for handling very long exe-
cution traces (with billions of instructions). In the process, white-
box fuzzers have found many new security vulnerabilities (buffer
overflows) in Windows [12] and Linux [14] applications, including
codecs, image viewers and media players. Notably, our whitebox
fuzzer SAGE found roughly one third ofall the bugs discovered by
file fuzzing during the development of Microsoft’s Windows 7[10].
Since 2008, SAGE has been continually running on average 100+
machines automatically “fuzzing” hundreds of applications in a
dedicated security testing lab. This represents the largest compu-
tational usage ever for any SMT solver, according to the authors of
the Z3 SMT solver [7].

Unfortunately, the number of paths to be explored can be astro-
nomical. For instance, the presence of a single loop whose number
of iterations depends on some unbounded input makes the number
of feasible program paths infinite. Such a pathological caseis illus-
trated in the small program example shown in Figure 1, where the
number of iterations of thewhile loop depends on the input value
x0 stored in variablex at the beginning of the program execution.

Suppose we start testing this program with an initial input value
x0 = 10 for x. The first path constraint generated will be(x0 >
0) ∧ (x0 − 1 > 0) ∧ · · · ∧ (x0 − 9 > 0) ∧ (x0 − 10 <= 0). In-
deed, the path constraint is defined as a conjunction of testson in-
puts that the program executes along the execution. In otherwords,
symbolic execution in dynamic test generation [11, 6] only tracks
direct data dependencies on program inputs, not indirect dependen-
cies. Negating each of the constraints in the path constraint one by
one will generate new tests (10 in this example), that will exer-
cise new whole-program paths. This process can be repeated,in
principle possibly forever ifx0 can be any unbounded integer. In
practice, tools like SAGE include counters to bound the number of
constraints that can be generated from a particular programbranch.
This heuristics effectively prunes the search space in an unsound
manner, i.e., may fail to exercise code and miss bugs.

In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach basedon



automatic (partial) loop-invariant generation which, when applica-
ble, can (partially) summarize a loop body during a single dynamic
symbolic execution. This allows reasoning aboutmany loop un-
foldings in one shot, by treating all of these as members of a single
symbolic equivalence class of executions. Intuitively, inthe ex-
ample of Figure 1, the key to generate inputs to exercise the two
aborts, hence to prove their reachability, is to relate the value of
program variablec with the inputx0. In this case, this relation-
ship is indirect and not captured by symbolic execution. However,
it is captured by the loop invariantc + x = x0 holding in lines 3
to 5, wherec andx denote the current value of variablesc andx,
respectively. When the loop terminates and executes line 10, we
havex = 0 and the loop invariant can be simplified to obtain the
(partial) loop postconditionc = x0. In both cases, thanks to the
loop invariant, we obtain asymbolicexpression forc which relates
its value to the input valuex0.

Given this loop invariant, it is then possible tosummarize[9]
the loop body with a logic formula of the formpreloop ∧ postloop,
wherepreloop is a loop precondition defining a set of executions
covered by the summary, andpostloop is a loop postcondition cap-
turing (perhaps only partially) side-effects occurring during those
executions. For our example, a loop summary can be defined by
the preconditionpreloop = (x0 > 0), characterizing all program
executions where the loop body is executed at least once, andthe
(partial) postconditionpostloop = (x = 0) ∧ (c = x0), which
captures only partially side-effects resulting from such executions,
namely the effects on variablesx andc but notp. Such a summary
thusgeneralizesthe specific current execution (wherex0 = 10) to
a set of executions (wherex0 > 0), and is akin to loop-acceleration
techniques used in infinite-state model checking.

We present in this paper an algorithm for automatically gener-
ating such loop summariesdynamically, during (a single) dynamic
symbolic execution. This algorithm detects the loop structure of
the current program execution on the fly, as well as input-dependent
loops. It also tracksinduction variables, which are variables mod-
ified by a constant value during each loop iteration. Our algo-
rithm includes a (partial) loop-invariant generator that uses pattern-
matching rules on the loop guards to guess the number of loop it-
erations, and can infer loop invariants relating values of induction
variables, a restricted but common class of loop invariants. This
algorithm doesnot require any user annotations, input-format spec-
ifications, theorem proving, or static analysis. It is also applicable
to any program, including nested loops, loops with multipleguards,
and arbitrary control-flow graphs with unstructured loops and go-
tos.

When the loop is about to start executing its last iteration during
the current dynamic symbolic execution, our algorithm updates the
current path constraint and symbolic execution state with new con-
straints representing pre and post loop conditions that (partially)
summarizes and generalizes the symbolic execution of that loop.
Program variables appearing in post-conditions are associated with
symbolic values relating them to input values. This way, subse-
quent tests on those program variables, either inside the body of
the loop (as in line 5) or after the loop terminates (as in line10 in
Figure 1), are added to the path constraint.

In our example, when dynamic symbolic execution withx0 =
10 starts its last (10th) iteration, the loop is summarized bypreloop =
(x0 > 0) andpostloop = (x = 1) ∧ (c + x = x0), the path
constraint is updated to become(x0 > 0), and variablec is asso-
ciated with the new symbolic valuex0 − 1 (sincec = x0 − x and
x = 1). Then, when the conditional statement on line 5 is exe-
cuted, the constraint(x0− 1) 6= 50 is added to the path constraint.
After negating this last constraint, a solution to the new path con-

straint (x0 > 0) ∧ (x0 − 1 = 50) is x0 = 51, which leads to
a new test hitting the abort1 statement on line 5. Later, whendy-
namic symbolic execution exits the loop and reaches line 10,the
path constraint is now(x0 > 0)∧ ((x0− 1) 6= 50), and variablec
is now associated with the symbolic value(x0−1)+1 (because of
the symbolic execution of line 6 in the 10th iteration), thatis,x0 af-
ter simplification. Then, when the conditional statement online 10
is executed, the constraintx0 6= 30 is added to the path constraint.
After negating this last constraint, a solution to the new path con-
straint(x0 > 0)∧ ((x0−1) 6= 50)∧ (x0 = 30) is x0 = 30, which
leads to a new test hitting the abort2 statement on line 10.

To sum up, for the example of Figure 1, a single dynamic sym-
bolic execution augmented with automatic partial loop summariza-
tion can generate only two new tests that will lead directly to the
two abort statements, plus one to negate(x0 > 0), and the system-
atic search will then stop after a total of 4 tests (namely, with x0

equal to 10, 51, 30 and 0), instead of running forever.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Dynamic Test Generation
Dynamic test generation (see [11] for further details) consists of

running the programP under test both concretely, executing the
actual program, and symbolically, calculating constraints on values
stored in program variables and expressed in terms of input pa-
rameters. Side-by-side concrete and symbolic executions are per-
formed using a concrete storeM and a symbolic storeS, which
are mappings frommemory addresses(where program variables
are stored) to concrete and symbolic values respectively. Asym-
bolic value is any expressione in some theoryT where all free
variables are exclusively input parameters. For any memoryad-
dressm, M [m] denotes theconcrete valueatm in M , while S[m]
denotes thesymbolic valueat m in S. For notational convenience,
we assume thatS[m] is always defined and is simplyM [m] by
default if no symbolic expression in terms of inputs is associated
with m in S. The notation+ for mappings denotes updating; for
example,M ′ = M + [m 7→ e] is the same map asM , except that
M ′[m] = e.

The programP manipulates the memory (concrete and symbolic
stores) throughstatementsthat are abstractions of the machine in-
structions actually executed. We assume a statement can be an as-
signmentof the formm← e (wherem is an address ande is an ex-
pression), aconditional statementof the formif e then goto ℓ
wheree denotes a boolean expression andℓ denotes the location of
the unique1 next command to be executed whene holds, orstop
corresponding to a program error or normal termination.

Given an input vectorI assigning a concrete valueIi to the i-th
input parameter, the evaluation of a program defines a uniquefinite2

program execution. For a finite sequencew of statements (i.e., a
control pathw), apath constraintφw is a quantifier-free first-order
formula over theoryT that characterizes the input assignments for
which the program executes alongw. The path constraint issound
and completewhen this characterization is exact, i.e., when every
input assignment satisfyingφw defines a program execution fol-
lowing w (soundness)andwhen every input assignment following
pathw is a satisfying assignment, ormodel, of φw (completeness).

Path constraints are generated by symbolically executing the pro-
gram and collecting input constraints at conditional statements, as

1We assume program executions are sequential and deterministic.
2We assume program executions terminate. In practice, a timeout
prevents non-terminating program executions and issues a runtime
error.



illustrated in Figure 4 where the lines prefixed with* should be
ignored for now. Initially, the path constraint is set totrue. We
assume that every program execution starts in the same initial con-
crete store, except for input valuesIi which may differ. For every
input Ii, we define initiallyS[m] = xi if m is an address stor-
ing input Ii (denotedm ∈ I) and wherexi denotes the symbolic
variable corresponding to inputIi. By construction, all symbolic
variable appearing inφw are variablesxi corresponding to program
inputsIi.

Systematic dynamic test generation [11] consists of systemati-
cally exploring all (or in practice many) feasible control-flow paths
of the program under test by using path constraints and a con-
straint solver. After executing a whole-program control-flow path
w, if a conditional statement of the formif e then goto ℓ is
reached, any satisfying assignment of the formulaφw ∧ c (respec-
tively φw ∧ ¬c) wherec = evaluate_symbolic(e), defines program
inputs that will lead the program to execute thethen (resp.else)
branch of the conditional statement (assuming path constraints are
sound and complete).

Systematically testing and symbolically executingall feasible
program paths does not scale to large programs. Indeed, the number
of feasible paths can be exponential in the program size, or even in-
finite in the presence of loops with unbounded number of iterations.
This path explosioncan be alleviated by performing symbolic ex-
ecutioncompositionally[9], using symbolic executionsummaries.
For instance, a function summaryφf for a functionf is defined
as a logic formula over constraints expressed in theoryT . φf can
be derived by successive iterations and defined as adisjunctionof
formulasφwf

of the formφwf
= prewf

∧ postwf
, wherewf de-

notes an intraprocedural path insidef , prewf
is a conjunction of

constraints on the inputs off , andpostwf
is a conjunction of con-

straints on the outputs off . An input to a functionf is any value
that can be read byf , while an output off is any value written by
f . φwf

can be computed automatically from the path constraint for
the intraprocedural pathwf [9]. A summary thus represents sym-
bolically asetof (intraprocedural) paths, which can be included in
a path constraint in order to generate tests to cover new branches
after the functionf returns. By memoizing symbolic execution
sub-paths as symbolic test summaries that are re-usable during the
search, a systematic search can become exponentially faster than a
non-compositional one. See [9] for further details. In thispaper,
we show how to generate automatically such symbolic summaries
for input-dependent loops.

2.2 Loops and Induction Variables
Thecontrol-flow graph(CFG) of a function is a directed graph

whose nodes represent program locations and whose edges repre-
sent possible transitions of the control flow between locations, i.e.,
there is an edge fromn1 to n2 if the statement located atn2 can
be executed immediately after the statement located atn1 in some
program execution. Thestart nodeof the graph is the entry point in
the function. Anexit node is associated with all return statements.
A noden1 dominatesanother noden2 if n1 belongs to every path
from thestart nodeto n2. A loop is a strongly connected compo-
nent in the control flow graph. Theheaderof a loop is a node of
the loop which dominates all other nodes in the loop. Not all loops
have a header. Loops with a header are calledreducible loopsor
normal loops, and their header is unique. The nesting relation be-
tween reducible loops in a CFG forms aloop tree. Each node in
a loop tree represents a loop with its header and its body (thelist
of nodes inside the loop), and its successors correspond to other
nested loops. By convention, theroot (a node without a parent) of
the loop tree represents the entry point in the function withthe start

1 vo id main ( i n t x , y , z ) { / / x , y , z are i n p u t s
2 i n t cy = 0 , y1 =0 , done = 0 ;
3 whi le ( 1 ) {
4 GX: i f ( x <=0) {
5 done = 1 ;
6 break ;
7 }
8 y1=y ;
9 whi le ( 1 ) {

10 GY: i f ( y1 <=0) break ;
11 y1−−;
12 cy = cy +1;
13 }
14 GZ: i f ( z <=0) break ;
15 x−−;
16 z−−;
17 }
18 i f ( cy == y∗101)
19 e r r o r ( ) ;
20 }

Figure 2: Example with nested loops.

header:main:1

header:3

header:9

nodes:1,2,5,6, 18,19

nodes:3,4,8,15,16

nodes:9,10,11,12

Figure 3: Loop tree for main in Figure 2.

node as its header. As an example, Figure 3 shows the loop treefor
themainfunction in Figure 2. For instance, the statement at line 11
belongs to two loops, with headers at lines 3 and 9 respectively; the
latter loop is called theinnermost loopfor line 11.

A program trace is a sequence of program locations as they are
executed by a particular run of a program. For two locations in a
trace, we writelm ≃ ln if they represent the same program lo-
cation, andlm ⋄ ln if they execute during the same function in-
vocation. Given the static CFG for each function in a program,
we define the following dynamic concepts relative to a program
trace. A loopL is enteredby lj if lj ∈ L ∧ lj−1 6∈ L. (If a
loop has a header, it is its entry point.) A loopL is exitedby lk if
lk ∈ L ∧ lk+1 6∈ L. A loop exit lk for L matchesa loop entrylj
for L if k = min{i|j < i ∧ lj ⋄ li} (the loop entry and exit be-
have as matching open and closed parenthesis). Aloop activation
is the sequence of locations in a trace between a loop entry and the
matching loop exit.3 An iteration for a loop activation with entry
point lj is a sequence of instructionsli, li+1, ..., lm contained in
that loop activation such thatli ≃ lm+1 ≃ lj ∧ li ⋄ lm+1 ⋄ lj and
∀lx ∈ {li+1, , ..., lm}¬(lx ≃ lj ∧ lx ⋄ lj). TheExecution Count
(EC) for a loop activation is the number of loop iterations contained
in that activation. A loopL is activeat a program locationl part of
a trace ifl is included in an activation ofL.

For a particular activation of a loopL, we define:

DEFINITION 1. An induction variable (IV) is a variable that
changes by a nonzero constant amount during each iteration of that
loop activation.

DEFINITION 2. A condition islinear if it is of the form(LHS�

RHS) where� ∈ {<,≤, >,≥, 6=, =}. A conditional statement
is IV-dependent if its condition is linear and if a dummy variable
assigned the valueLHS − RHS at that statement location is an
IV insideL.
3Since we assume every program execution terminates, every loop
terminates.



1 e va lua te Symbo l i c (P, I ) {
2 I n i t i a l i z e memory M ;
3 S = [m→ xi|m ∈ I] ;
4 pc= I n i t i a l program c o u n t e r ;
5 s= s t a t e m e n t _ a t ( pc ) ;
6 ∗ LoopRecord L ;
7 whi le s 6∈ { s t o p } {
8 ∗ L = ge tC u r re n tL oop ( pc ) ;
9 ∗ i f (L 6= NULL ∧ pc == L . he a de r ) {

10 ∗ L . i t e r a t i o n = L . i t e r a t i o n + 1 ;
11 ∗ i f (L . i t e r a t i o n == 1) {
12 ∗ c r e a t e L . IVT and L .GT t a b l e s ;
13 ∗ } e l s e {
14 ∗ updateIVT (L . i t e r a t i o n , L . IVT ) ;
15 ∗ g u e s s _ p o s t c o n d i t i o n s (L . i t e r a t i o n , L . IVT , L .GT ) ;
16 ∗ } }
17 swi tch ( s ) {
18 case m← e :
19 ∗ i f (L 6= NULL ∧m 6∈ L .MOD) {
20 ∗ L .MOD[m] . V = M [m] ;
21 ∗ L .MOD[m] . V S = S [m] ;
22 ∗ i f (L . i t e r a t i o n ==1) {
23 ∗ L . IVT [m] . V = M [m] ;

24 ∗ L . IVT [m] . V S = S [m] ;
25 ∗ } }
26 S = S + [m→ e v a l u a t e _ s y m b o l i c ( e ) ] ;
27 M = M + [m→ e v a l u a t e _ c o n c r e t e ( e ) ] ;
28 pc=pc +1;
29 case if e then goto pc′ :
30 b= e v a l u a t e _ c o n c r e t e ( e ) ;
31 c= e v a l u a t e _ s y m b o l i c ( e ) ;
32 ∗ i f (L 6= NULL ) updateGT ( pc , e , L . i t e r a t i o n , L .GT ) ;
33 i f ( b ) {
34 p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t = p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t∧ c ;
35 pc=pc ’ ;
36 } e l s e {
37 p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t = p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t∧ ¬ c ;
38 pc=pc +1;
39 } }
40 s= s t a t e m e n t _ a t ( pc ) ;
41 } }

Figure 4: Path constraint generation during dynamic symbolic
execution. Lines prefixed by * are new.

DEFINITION 3. A guard of a loopL is a conditional statement
that has one target inside the loop and the other outside the loop.
A guard for an activation ofL is IV-dependent if its condition is
IV-dependent for that activation ofL.

3. SUMMARIZING INDIVIDUAL LOOPS
We now describe how dynamic symbolic execution can be ex-

tended to automatically generate partial loop summaries that are
usable for test generation. Figure 4 shows a modified procedure
evaluateSymbolic with new lines prefixed with a *.

To simplify the presentation, we start by discussing in thissec-
tion how to summarize loops in programs that contain a singlere-
ducible loopL with a known headerL.header in a single non-
recursive function (as in the example of Figure 1). We also assume
for now that, for any given statement, we can tell whether itsloca-
tion is inL or not. Also assume that all basic data types are integers
of the same size. These simplifying assumptions will be lifted in
the next sections.

These assumptions however do not tell us if the loop has IVs
or IV-dependent guards. We infer this information dynamically.
We do so using two tables, one for “IV candidates” (IVT) and one
for “IV-dependent guard candidates” (GT). These tables (described
later) record both concrete and symbolic values of variables or con-
ditions that might be induction variables or IV-dependent guards.
Concrete values are used to discard non-IV candidates from the ta-
bles, and symbolic values are used later during loop summarization.

1 updateIVT ( i t e r a t i o n , IVT ) {
2 i f ( iteration == 2 ) {
3 f o r v ∈ IV T {
4 IVT [ v ] . dV = M [ v ] − IVT [ v ] . V ; / / 1st change in v a lue

5 IVT [ v ] . dV S = S [ v ] − IVT [ v ] . V S ;
6 IVT [ v ] . V = M [ v ] ; / / used to compute f u t u r edV

7 }
8 } e l s e { / / purge f a i l e d IV c a n d i d a t e s
9 f o r v ∈ IVT {

10 dV = M [v] − IV T [v].V ; / / c u r r e n t change in v a lue
11 i f (dV 6= IVT [ v ] . dV ) / / changed by the same amount?
12 remove v from IVT ;/ / v i s no t an IV
13 e l s e
14 IVT [ v ] . V = M [ v ] ; / / used to compute f u t u r edV

15 }
16 }
17 }

Figure 5: updateIVT ensures that only valid IV candidates are
in IVT.

when? IVT changes
Iteration line Var V dV V S

1 3 - - - -
1 6 c 0 - 0

1
c 0 - 0

7 p 0 - 0

1
c 0 - 0
p 0 - 0

8 x 10 - x0

2 3
c 1 1 0
p 1 1 0
x 9 -1 x0

3 3
c 2 1 0
6 p 3 1 0
x 8 -1 x0

4 3
c 3 1 0
x 7 -1 x0

.......................................

10 3
c 9 1 0
x 1 -1 x0

Figure 6: Finding IVs in the example of Figure 1.

For every location, we start by finding the loop it belongs to (line
8 of evaluateSymbolic in Figure 4), if any. If this is the header of
the loop (line 9), then a new loop iteration starts. If this isthe
beginning of the first iteration (line 11), then we create thetwo
tables (line 12), otherwise we update the IV Table (line 14) and
check if we can guess loop invariants (line 15), as discussedlater.

3.1 IV candidates Table (IVT)
In order to find IVs, we track the variables modified inside the

loop and eliminate those that are unchanged or that change bydif-
ferent amounts in two consecutive iterations. We maintain this in-
formation in an Induction Variable candidates Table (IVT) with one
entry per active candidate variable containing:

• V = concrete value when the control reaches the header.

• dV = V(2) − V(1) the change in concrete value between the
first two iterations.

• V S = symbolic value at the loop entry.

• dV S = V S

(2)−V S

(1) = symbolic change in value between the
first two iterations.

When the loop header is encountered for the first time, an empty
IVT is created. Each variable modified in the first iteration gets an
entry in the IVT (indexed by the address of the variable), where
we record its starting concrete and symbolic values (lines 22-24
of evaluateSymbolicin Figure 4). We record those initial values



before the first time the variable is written inside the loop because
we need the initial value which the variable had at the loop entry.
The use of the MOD table (lines 19 to 21) will be explained later,
when we discuss nested loops.

After the first iteration, we only update or remove entries from
the IVT table, and keep just those candidates that change by the
same constant amount between every two iterations. Procedureup-
dateIVTshown in Figure 5 performs these updates. When we en-
counter the loop header the second time, we compute and store
in the IVT the differencedV = V(2) − V(1) between the cur-
rent value and the saved one for each variable in the table (line
4 of updateIVT). We then save the symbolic value of the differ-
encedV S = V S

(2) − V S

(1), for potential summarization later (in
Figure 10), and we update the current valueV . Each time we reach
the header at subsequent iterations, for each variable in IVT we
compare the initially saveddV with the currentdV (line 10 in Fig-
ure 5), and remove entries where they do not match since IVs must
change by the same amount at each iteration. We update the IVT
once per iteration, rather then after each memory operation, be-
cause for each induction variable we need the cumulative effects of
the entire iteration, rather than local changes.

Figure 6 shows how the IVT is updated during dynamic symbolic
execution of the example in Figure 1 withx0 = 10. (dV S is always
equal todV for this example and not shown in the figure.) When
the control reaches the loop header for the first time (iteration 1 in
line 3 of Figure 1), an empty IVT is created. When we perform
the write at line 6 and variablec changes from 0 to 1, we add an
entry for c, and record its starting value 0. We also add one entry
for each ofp andx at lines 7 and 8 respectively. Variablep changes
by 1 between the first two iterations and by 2 between the 2nd and
3rd iteration, so it is then removed from the IVT, since it cannotbe
an IV.

3.2 Guard candidates Table (GT)
Similarly, we maintain a Guard candidates Table (GT) in order

to detect IV-dependent conditions for possible guards of a loop.
When the loop header is encountered for the first time, an empty
GT is created (line 12 of Figure 4). Procedure updateGT shown
in Figure 7 is called to maintain and use this table whenever a
conditional statement is executed during dynamic symbolicexe-
cution (see line 32 of Figure 4). We track guard candidates that
are conditional statements with a symbolical condition of the form
(LHS � RHS). Lines 2 and 3 of updateGT filter out candidates
that do not satisfy this requirement. For each guard candidate, we
store:

• B = concrete boolean value.

• D = (LHS−RHS) the distance between the two operands.
Note thatB = (LHS �RHS) ≡ ((LHS−RHS)�0) ≡
(D � 0), where≡ denotes logical equivalence.

• DS = the first symbolic value for D. This is used to compute
ECS (see below).

• dD = D − old(D) the change in concrete value for the
distance.

• EC = the expected execution count. This is the number of
loop iterations that the condition stays unchanged (evaluates
to B), assuming that(LHS −RHS) is indeed an IV.

• ECS = the symbolic value for EC.

• hit = the number of times the candidate was encountered.
An IV-dependent guard should be encountered once at each
iteration.

• loc = location in the path constraint for precondition.

1 updateGT ( pc , cond , i t e r a t i o n , GT) {
2 i f ( cond i s not symbol ic
3 ∨ cond i s not (LHS � RHS) wi th � ∈ {<,≤, >,≥, 6=, =}
4 ∨ ( i t e r a t i o n > 1 ∧ pc 6∈ GT)
5 ∨ both t a r g e t s o f s t a t e m e n t _ a t ( pc ) a re i n s i d e loop )
6 re turn ;
7 B = e v a l u a t e _ c o n c r e t e ( cond )?t rue : f a l s e ;
8 D = e v a l u a t e _ c o n c r e t e (LHS − RHS ) ;
9 i f ( i t e r a t i o n ==1) {

10 GT[ pc ]= new e n t ry , w i th GT[ pc ] . h i t ==0
11 GT[ pc ] .B = B ;
12 GT[ pc ] .D = D ;

13 GT[ pc ] .DS = evaluatesymbolic(LHS − RHS) ;
14 GT[ pc ] .loc = c u r r e n t l o c a t i o n in p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t ;
15 }
16 e l s e i f ( i t e r a t i o n ==2) {
17 GT[ pc ] .dD = D − GT[ pc ] .D ;
18 DS = evaluatesymbolic(LHS − RHS) ;

19 dDS = DS − GT[ pc ] .DS ;
20 swi tch ( ’ � ’ ) {
21 case ≤ : {
22 i f (D > 0 ) {
23 i f (dD < 0 ) {
24 i n s e r t c o n s t r a i n tDS > 0 ∧ dDS < 0 a t
25 l o c a t i o n GT[ pc ] .loc i n p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t ;

26 GT[ pc ] .EC = GT [pc].D−GT [pc].dD−1
−GT [pc].dD

;

27 GT[ pc ] .ECS = GT [pc].DS
−dDS

−1

−dDS
;

28 } e l s e . . .
29 } e l s e . . .
30 }
31 . . . ;
32 }
33 }
34 GT[ pc ] . h i t=GT[ pc ] . h i t+1 ;
35 i f (GT[ pc ] . h i t 6= i t e r a t i o n ) / / c a n d i d a t e s s hou ld e x e c u t e
36 remove pc from GT; / / once e v e r y i t e r a t i o n
37 i f (GT[ pc ] .B 6= B∧ GT[ pc ] . done ∧ i t e r a t i o n ==GT[ pc ] .EC + 1 )
38 g u e s s _ p r e c o n d i t i o n s ( pc ,GT ) ;
39 i f (GT[ pc ] .B 6= B∨ GT[ pc ] .dD 6= D − GT[ pc ] .D )
40 remove pc from GT;
41 e l s e
42 GT[ pc ] .D = D ;
43 }

Figure 7: updateGT ensures that only IV-dependent guard can-
didates are in GT.

During the first loop iteration, we add guard candidates as we
execute them, indexed by their program location. For each new
candidate, we check whether its condition is symbolic and matches
a pattern we handle (lines 2 and 3); if so, we compute and record
its initial valueB (lines 7,11),D = (LHS − RHS) (lines 8,12),
andDS (line 13), and we initialize and increment (line 34) its hit
count which becomes 1 for new candidates. At line 14 we save the
current location in the path constraint. If this candidate is indeed an
IV-dependent guard, and we use it for summarization, then weuse
this location to remove over-restrictive constraints and insert new
ones. If the candidate is not an IV-dependent guard, and we remove
it from the GT table, then we use this location to remove the con-
straint inserted at line 24 ofupdateGT . During the second loop
iteration, we compute and save the differencedD = D − old(D)
(line 17) in order to check ifD changes by the same amount during
every other iteration. We also compute and saveEC andECS . For
instance, if� is≤ (lines 21-27) thenEC = (D−dD−1)/−dD.
However, this only holds ifD > 0∧dD < 0 (not forD = 0, for in-
stance), so we insert in the path constraint a constraint under which
this holds (line 24). At subsequent iterations, we remove GTen-
tries which cannot be IV-dependent guards (lines 36, 39-40). Lines
37-38 are used for loop summarization and are explained later.

Figure 8 shows the changes of the GT for the example of Fig-
ure 1 (for simplicity we don’t showDS and loc fields). When



when? GT changes
Iteration line B D dD EC ECS hit
1 3 - - - - - -
1 4 F 10 - - - 1
2 4 F 9 -1 10 x0 2

...
10 4 F 1 -1 10 x0 10
11 4 T 0 -1 10 x0 11

Figure 8: Finding guard candidates in Figure 1.

1 g u e s s _ p r e c o n d i t i o n s ( pc , GT) {
2 s e t � t o <;
3 f o r l ∈ GT i n i n s e r t i o n o r d e r {
4 remove the c o n s t r a i n t s a s s o c i a t e d tol which were i n s e r t e d
5 in p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t a f t e rGT [l].loc du r i ng the c u r r e n t
6 f u n c t i o n a c t i v a t i o n , ∗e xc e p t∗ t h o s e i n s e r t e d by updateGT .
7 i f ( l 6= pc ) {

8 C o n s t r a i n t = GT [pc].ECS
� GT [l].ECS ;

9 } e l s e {

10 C o n s t r a i n t =GT [pc].ECS > 0 ;
11 s e t � t o ≤ ;
12 }
13 i n s e r t c o n s t r a i n t C ons t r a t l o c a t i o nGT [pc].loc

14 in p a t h _ c o n s t r a i n t ;
15 }}

Figure 9: guess_preconditions: we are about to exit the loop due
to the conditional jump at pc. The preconditions must ensure
that we execute at least one iteration of the loop, and that the
condition at pc is the first one to exit the loop.

the loop is activated (iteration 1 line 3), an empty GT is created.
When the control reaches line 4 for the first time, we add an en-
try identified by that program location (the current value ofthe
pc) with the conditionx ≤ 0, and store the valuesB = False,
D = 10 andDS = x0. We also record inloc the current location
in the path constraint. The second time we visit line 4, we compute
D = 9, dD = 9− 10 = −1, EC = (10− (−1)− 1)/− 1 = 10
and ECS = (x0 − (−1) − 1)/ − 1 = x0 since� is ≤ and
D > 0 ∧ dD < 0. We also insert the conditionx0 > 0 in the path
constraint atloc. At subsequent iterations, we only check that it is
still a valid candidate and updateD andhit.

3.3 Loop Summarization
Recall from Section 2.2 that for a given program trace, aloop

activationis the sequence of instructions between a loop entry and
the matching loop exit. Since a loop exit is inside the loop and
the location of the next statement is outside the loop, a loopexit
is always a loop guard. At a loop exit, the current path constraint
and symbolic store represent only the current execution with a spe-
cific number of loop iterations. We now describe how togeneralize
the symbolic execution of that loop from that specific numberof
iterations to asetof possible loop executions.

The key idea is to generate aloop summarywhich characterizes
(perhaps only partially) such a set of executions. The generation of
a loop summary is performed in two steps: (1)generate precondi-
tions, and (2)generate postconditions.

Before we describe these two steps, we point out the following
property, which we can prove and which will be useful shortly.

LEMMA 1. (GT Completeness) Given a loopL, if every loop
guard is symbolic and IV-dependent, then

1. every guard is executed exactly once during each iteration.
2. the relative execution order of the guards is fixed for all iter-

ations.
3. all guards are in the GT table at the beginning of the second

iteration (if there is such an iteration).

1 s ymbo l i c _upda te ( v ,V0
S dV S , ECS ) {

2 V S = V0
S + dV S ∗ (ECS − 1) ;

3 S = S + [v → V S ] ;
4 }
5 g u e s s _ p o s t c o n d i t i o n s ( i t e r a t i o n , IVT , GT) {
6 f o r l ∈ GT i n i n s e r t i o n o r d e r {
7 i f GT [l].EC == iteration { / / l a s t i t e r a t i o n p r e d i c t e d
8 f o r v ∈ IVT {

9 s ymbo l i c _upda te ( v , IVT[v].V S ,IVT [v].dV S ,GT[l].ECS ) ;
10 }
11 GT [l].done = t rue ;
12 }
13 break ;
14 }
15 }

Figure 10: guess_postconditions: If a valid guard candidate pre-
dicts the start of the last full iteration, update the symbolic mem-
ory for the IV candidates.

Loop Precondition. Consider an input-dependent loopL with a
symbolic IV-dependent guardG at locationpc and which executes
a fixedGT [pc].EC number of iterations on a given dynamic sym-
bolic execution. Since by construction we haveGT [pc].EC =
evaluate_concrete(GT [pc].ECS), the value of the symbolic ex-
pressionGT [pc].ECS determines the number of iterations of that
loop. Since this expression is symbolic, i.e., input dependent, we
can control this number of iterations via test inputs. For instance,
the (input) constraintGT [pc].ECS > 0 characterizes the set of
program executions where the body of loopL is executedat least
once.

When a loopL has more than one symbolic IV-dependent guards,
the guard with the smallest execution count is the one which will
“expire first” and hence controls the number of loop iterations. Let
us denote this guard byG. Moreover, thanks to Lemma 1, we know
that there is a fixed total ordering among all such guards. Letus
write G1 < G2 if guardG1 precedes guardG2 in this ordering.

When the loop exits,all the constraints that were inserted for
all loop guards ofL in the current path constraint characterize the
inputs for whichL iterates exactlyGT [G].EC times. In order to
generalize this specific execution, we remove all such constraints
and replace them by the new constraint

GT [G].ECS > 0 ∧

∀G′ 6= G

(

GT [G].ECS < GT [G′].ECS if G′ < G

GT [G].ECS ≤ GT [G′].ECS if G < G′

injected at the location of the first removed constraint in the path
constraint. This new constraint forces the loop to iteratesat least
once, and forces all other symbolic IV-dependent guardsG′ to ex-
pire after guardG. In other words, this loop precondition defines
a set of program executions satisfying such properties. Note that
other program executions outside this set will be eventually ex-
plored/covered by dynamic test generation when those new indi-
vidual constraints are flipped later during the systematic search.

The new constraint is computed by procedureguess_preconditions
shown in Figure 9, which also updates the path constraint. This pro-
cedure is called in line 38 in updateGT (Figure 7) when the loop is
exited by guardG (detected in line 37). Updating the path con-
straint at this point (instead of, say, the last visit of the loop header
L.header) ensures that all the constraints due to loop guards are in
the path constraint and hence that all of those can be removed.

Loop Postcondition.Given the loop precondition defined above,
we want to capture all the side-effects through induction variables
whose value depends indirectly on inputs. When all side-effects
inside the loop are exclusively through IVs, the symbolic values



of IVs define the set of all possible states reachable by program
executions satisfying the loop precondition.

Each time procedureevaluateSymbolic reaches the loop header
L.header in line 15 of Figure 4, procedureguess_postconditions
(shown in Figure 10) is called and searches the GT table for a guard
G whose EC indicates that this is the start of the last completeitera-
tion. If this is the case, rememberGT [G].ECS is the symbolic ex-
pression that defines the number of loop iterations for any program
execution characterized by the loop precondition we definedabove.
Then, for each IVv in IVT (line 8 of guess_postconditions), we
update the symbolic storeS to setS[v] equal to the symbolic value
V S + dV S ∗ (GT [G].ECS − 1), whereV S is symbolic value of
v at the entry of the loop, anddV S is the symbolic delta value be-
tween any two loop iterations. Indeed, this expression defines/pre-
dicts the value ofv at the beginning of the last full loop iteration
parametrized byGT [G].ECS , which itself defines the number of
loop iterations whenG is the first expiring symbolic IV-dependent
loop guard.

Note that we perform the symbolic memory update when the
execution reaches the loop header at the beginning of the last com-
plete loop iteration rather than when the loop exits. This way, we
are able to generate constraints on IVs if there are tested inside the
body of the loop during the last loop iteration until the loopexits
(like the assert in line 5 of Figure 1, while removing all constraints
due to guards inL is easier after they are all included in the path
constraint, i.e., when the loop exits.

Considering again the simple example of Figure 1 with an ini-
tial value of x0 = 10, there is only one loop guard (located at
line 4) and itsECS is x0 (see the GT in Figure 8). At the be-
ginning of the10th loop iteration, line 15 ofevaluateSymbolic
in Figure 4 callsguess_postconditions (Figure 10), which de-
tects that this is the start of the last complete iteration ofthe loop.
There are then two IVs in the IVT (see Figure 6), namelyc and
x. guess_postconditions then updates their symbolic values as
V S + dV S ∗ (GT [G].ECS − 1), i.e., the symbolic value ofc
becomes0 + 1 ∗ (x0 − 1), that isx0 − 1, while the symbolic
value ofx becomesx0 + (−1) ∗ (x0 − 1), that is1. Now, c is
symbolic, and so is the condition at line 5 for which a constraint
((x0 − 1) 6= 50) is added to the path constraint. When the loop
guard at line 4 is reached for the11th time, procedureupdateGT
(Figure 7) in line 37 detects that the boolean conditionB of the
guard indeed changes, that this guard was used to update the sym-
bolic memory earlier (via thedone boolean flag), and the itera-
tion is one greater than the predictedEC. After all these sanity
checks,guess_preconditions is called to update the path con-
straint. All the constraints(x0 > 0) ∧ (x0 > 1) ∧ ... ∧ (x0 >
9) ∧ (x0 − 10 ≤ 0) accumulated inside the loop are removed and
replaced by justGT [G].ECS > 0, that isx0 > 0, at the loca-
tion of the first constraint in the path constraint. Later, when the
constraint((x0 − 1) 6= 50) is negated, a solution to the new path
constraint(x0 > 0)∧((x0−1) = 50), namelyx0 = 51, leads to a
test hitting the abort1 statement. The case for the assert2 statement
is similar and as discussed in Section 1.

The following theorem defines the correctness (and hence the
guiding design principles) of the algorithms presented in this sec-
tion.

THEOREM 2. (Correctness) Consider a programP with a sin-
gle loopL. Assume that path constraint generation performed dur-
ing dynamic symbolic execution is sound and complete, that all
variables modified inside the loop are induction variables,and that
every loop guard is symbolic and IV-dependent. Then, if the loop is
executed at least three times during a loop activation, loopsumma-
rization is performed, and the resulting generalized path constraint

is sound and complete.

In practice, loops may have symbolic guards that are not IV-
dependent, or have side-effects through non-IV variables.In those
cases, our algorithm for loop summarization can still be used as a
“best effort” approach to limit path explosion but without sound-
ness and completeness guarantees. However, our algorithm may
still be sound and complete in some of those cases. For instance,
consider again the simple example of Figure 1. This example con-
tains a loop which has side-effects via variablep, which is not an
induction variable. Therefore, the loop summarization performed
by our algorithm for this example is not sound and completefor
all possible contextsin which the loopmaybe executed. However,
for thespecific contextprovided by functionmain in Figure 1, our
loop summarization is actually sound and complete, since variable
p is never read after the loop terminates and therefore does not in-
fluence the control flow afterwords. Why would a loop have side-
effects that are not read afterwords? In practice, this can happen
when populating data structures inside a loop that are to be used
later by another program or module that is not the focus of thecur-
rent testing session. For instance, an image processor parses input
files, populates data structures, and then pass pointers to such data
structures to a graphics card; if we are interested in findingsecurity-
critical buffer-overflow bugs in the image parser itself, populating
some of the data structures may look like write-only operations dur-
ing symbolic execution of the image parser itself.

4. SUMMARIZING NESTED LOOPS
In this section, we lift the simplifying assumptions made inSec-

tion 3 regarding the program structure: we now allow an arbitrary
number of possibly recursive functions with an arbitrary number of
possibly nested loops. But we still assume for now that we know
the control flow graph, including its loop structure.

In the presence of recursion, a loop can have multiple nested
activations at the same time. Each activation requires its own can-
didate tables which are no longer needed after it exits. In a manner
similar to function activation records, we keep track of loop activa-
tions usingloop recordswhich are maintained using aloop stack.
The record for the innermost loop activation is always on topof the
stack. Theloop contextis the dynamic state of the loop stack.

ProceduregetCurrentLoopuses the CFG to determine the static
loop membership of the current program counterpc. When a loop
is activated,getCurrentLoopcreates a corresponding loop record
and pushes it on the loop stack thus entering a newloop context.
For this purpose, a function call is considered entering a new loop.
This is consistent with the loop tree structure where the root is the
function entry point, not a real loop. ProceduregetCurrentLoop
always returns the record on top of the loop stack, which contains
the IVT and GT tables for the current loop. When a function ter-
minates or one or more loops terminate, their records are removed
from the stack.

Consider a variablev which is modified inside a function call or
a loop nested inside some loopL, but which is not written by any
statement immediately contained inL. In this casev does not get
added toL’s IVT at lines 23- 24 ofevaluateSymbolic(Figure 4),
and yet it may be an induction variable forL. To account for such
cases, we use the MOD table to propagate to parent loops informa-
tion about variables that are modified inside children loops. This
is why each time a new variable is modified in a given context, we
save its initial concrete and symbolic values at lines 21-20of eval-
uateSymbolic. When a record is removed from the context stack,
we propagate the information in MOD to the record of the enclos-
ing context, and if the parent loop is executing its first iteration,



(a) (b) (c) (b) (d) ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
La[1] La[1] La[1] La[1] La[1] ...

Lb[3] Lb[3] Lb[3] Lb[3]
Lc[9] Ld[9]

Figure 11: Loop Contexts for Figure 2. Each function call or
loop activation creates a new context.Lx[H ] denotes a loop
record on top of the stack for context (x) and for a loop activa-
tion with header at program line H .

we then also update its IVT. However, we do not change the en-
tries for variables already changed in the parent context. This way,
all modified variables become IV candidates for a loop, even those
modified only in a sub-loop or sub-function. Except for the main-
tenance of the loop stack and the propagation of the MOD table,
summarization in the general case is performed in a similar way
to the single loop case. It is always performed one loop at a time,
independently of the summarization of other loops.

In practice, we limit the depth to which we propagate MOD in-
formation in order to reduce the memory overhead. Also note that
is possible that a guard exits more than one loop. For instance, if
L′ is nested insideL, a conditional statement insideL′ may have a
target outsideL. However, we believe it is unlikely that such a con-
ditional statement is an IV-dependent guard for the outer loop, and
in the spirit of our “best effort” approach, our algorithm does not
handle such corner cases. We can nevertheless prove the following.

THEOREM 3. (General Correctness) Consider a programP con-
taining only reducible loops. Consider a loopL whose guards are
all symbolic, IV-dependent and exits onlyL (therefore, no guard
of L is contained inside a loop nested inL). Further assume that
path constraint generation performed during dynamic symbolic ex-
ecution is sound and complete, and that all variables modified in-
sideL are induction variables. Then, ifL is executed at least three
times during an activation, loop summarization is performed, and
the resulting generalized path constraint is sound and complete.

Consider the example in Figure 2 and the initial input values
x0 = 10, y0 = 20, z0 = 30. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the
loop stack. Whenmain is called, a new loop record is pushed on
the loop stack, and the program enters context (a). When the outer
loop is activated we create and push on the loop stack loop record
Lb, and enter context (b). The first activation of the inner loopis
executed in context (c) withLc on top of the stack. At the end of
this activation we popLc and return to context (b). The second
activation of the inner loop is performed in context (d) withLd on
top of the stack, etc.

During the first activation of the inner loop, variablesy1 andcy
are recorded inLc.MOD and Lc.IV T . At the end of this ac-
tivation, the summarization ofLc replaces the constraints due to
guardGY in the path constraint by the loop preconditiony0 > 0.
At that point of the symbolic execution, we haveS[y1] = 0 and
S[cy] = y0. When we popLc from the context stack, we prop-
agateLb.MOD[cy] = Lc.MOD[cy], and sinceLb is still dur-
ing its first iteration, we also copyLb.IV T [cy] = Lc.IV T [cy].
Note that, due to the assignment at line 8,y1 is already contained
in Lb’s tables and no updates fory1 are needed. At the end of
the second activation of the inner loop, we summarizeLd and we
then haveS[cy] = y0 + y0. Each time we exit the inner loop in
Figure 2, we return to context (b). In this context, we removey1
from Lb.IV T because it has the same value at the loop header.
During the second iteration ofLb, we computeIV T [x].DS =

−1, IV T [cy].DS = y0, IV T [z].DS = −1, GT [GX].ECS =
x0 andGT [GZ].ECS = z0. During this iteration, we also insert
the constraintsx0 > 0 andz0 > 0 to the path constraint, in this
case as a result of executing line 24 ofupdateGTwhen we com-
pute a symbolic execution count. Becausex0 = 10 andz0 = 30,
we havex0 < z0 and we exit the loop throughGX afterx0 = 10
iterations. At the beginning of the last iteration, we perform the fol-
lowing symbolic updates usingLb.GT [GX].ECS = x0 as the ex-
ecution count:S[x] = x0−(x0−1), S[cy] = y0∗(x0−1), S[z] =
z0 − (x0 − 1). After we summarize the inner loop one more time,
we getS[cy] = y0 ∗ (x0 − 1) + y0. After the last two decrements
insideLb (in lines 15 and 16), we reach line 18 with the symbolic
stateS[x] = x0 − (x0 − 1) − 1 = 0, S[cy] = y0 ∗ x0, S[z] =
z0 − (x0 − 1)− 1 = z0 − x0 andS[y] = y0.

When we exit the outer loop, summarization of that loop re-
moves the constraints atGX andGZ from the path constraint, and
replaces those with the loop precondition(x0 > 0) ∧ (x0 ≤ z0)
(sinceGX < GZ). At line 18, the conditional statement is exe-
cuted and the constrainty0 ∗ x0 6= y0 ∗ 101 is added to the path
constraint. Later, when the constrainty0∗x0 6= y0∗101 is negated,
a solution to the new path constraint(x0 > 0)∧ (x0 ≤ z0)∧ (y0 ∗
x0 = y0 ∗ 101), for instancex0 = 101, y0 = 1, z0 = 101, leads
to a test hitting the error statement.

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Here we remove the rest of the simplifying assumptions from

Section 3 regarding the program structure. We no longer assume
that we have knowledge about the static structure of the program or
size information for variables.

5.1 Detecting Loops Dynamically
In practice we do not have the control flow graph for program

functions and we want to infer loop information dynamically. The
Dynamic CFG(DCFG) is the dynamically built CFG whose nodes
are the statements executed so far in the current function. It is rep-
resented as a regular CFG together with acurrent nodewhich cor-
responds to the currentpc. There is one DCFG per function activa-
tion record, shared by all loop records inside that function. When
we create a new loop record for a function, we also create a new
DCFG which contains only the root node. For each instruction,
when we callgetCurrentLoop, it first updates the DCFG before it
uses it. If there is no node corresponding to the currentpc, we cre-
ate one. We add an edge in the current DCFG between the nodes
corresponding to the previouspc and the current one, if such an
edge does not already exist. The node corresponding to the current
statement becomes the current one in the DCFG. We avoid the ex-
pensive computation of the loop tree and only invoke it when anew
edge is added between two existing nodes. When an existing edge
between existing nodes is traversed, there is no need to change the
DCFG or its loop structure; we just update the current node. For
edges between an existing node and a new one, we simply assume
that the new node is part of the current loop (potentially subject to
the uncertain exitissue described bellow) and we patch the loop
information correspondingly, in constant time.

LEMMA 4. LetL be the innermost loop containing the current
node of a DCFG built based on a program execution. Then the ad-
dition of the next node in the execution does not change the header
of L or any of its enclosing loops.

Therefore the changes in the DCFG are consistent with the loop
stack, by not changing the headers of the active loops.

When compared to static loop detection, dynamic loop detection
suffers from two limitations. The first one is that we only detect



a loopL when we execute its header for the second time. As a
result, the entire first iteration ofL looks as if it was unrolled and
part ofL’s parent loop. We call this alost iteration. The effect on
summarization is that detecting a loop requires an additional iter-
ation for the “unrolled” loop, and summarization covers only the
remainder of that loop’s activation. The unrolled part of a loop ex-
ecutes in the context of the parent and does not impact its summa-
rization. The IV candidates of the parent are not affected, because
all the writes inside the parent’s activation (which contains the un-
rolled sequence) must be accounted for anyway. Guard candidates
inserted in parent’s GT are later discarded based on mismatches
between the number of iterations and thehit counter.

The second limitation is that when we execute a new statement
not already in the DCFG, we cannot tell whether it belongs to the
last active loop or not. As a result, there are cases when we donot
know that we actually have exited a loop until we reach a return
statement, or the header of a parent loop. Whether we are still
inside of the loop or not depends on future instructions, which we
have not seen yet. We call this issueuncertain exit. For instance,
when the control reaches line 5 from Figure 2 we cannot tell just
by looking at the DCFG if we are still inside the loop or not: at
line 6 there could be any instruction, including areturnor continue.
The effect on summarization is that we have to be conservative at
line 5 of updateGTand treat all conditional statements as possible
guards. We also have to be conservative and consider that we do
not exit a loopL unless we follow an existing edge in the DCFG
that leads outsideL, or we reach areturn, or we reach a statement
that dominatesL’s header.

5.2 Variable Sizes
When a memory location is modified for the first time in a con-

text, we also record in the IVT the number of bytes written. For an
IV candidatev, this is the inferred size of the corresponding vari-
able and it is used whenever we need to find the amount of memory
to read to obtain the concrete valueM [v]. If a variablev has a size
larger than the maximum size that can be written in a single state-
ment, then a logical update ofv may be performed in several write
operations, say a write tov.low andv.high. Our current imple-
mentation (see next section) treatsv.low andv.high as distinct IV
candidates. In practice, the probability for errors due to this sce-
nario is small. Ifv is not an IV, then the likelihood that either of
v.low or v.high behaves as an IV is small. Ifv is indeed an IV
and the increment is not very large, then most likely onlyv.low
changes and is detected as an IV.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the algorithms presented in the previous

section in the whitebox fuzzer SAGE [12], which uses the Z3 SMT
solver [7]. SAGE performs dynamic symbolic execution at thex86
binary level, does not require source code, and is optimizedto scale
to very long program executions possibly with billions of x86 in-
structions.

We report in this section preliminary experiments conducted with
our prototype implementation and the ANI image parser embed-
ded in Windows 7. Running this parser with a sample well-formed
ANI (ANimated Icon) input file of 13,302 bytes results in a pro-
gram execution with 1,874,649 x86 instructions executed, includ-
ing 1,417,441 instructions executed after the first input byte is being
read from the input file. The number of unique x86 instructions ex-
ecuted is about 30,000 which are spread over 15 different Windows
dlls.

The Table in Figure 12 presents experimental data obtained dur-
ing a single dynamic symbolic execution and constraint solving

Mode Loop Sum. Regular
Unique branches 5,455 -
Unique symbolic branches 300 -
Unique loops 231 -
Unique loops w. symb. cond. 19 -
Unique loops w. right guesses 6 -

Loop summarizations 25 -
Constraints removed 78 -
Total symbolic updates 56 -

Constraint cache queries 26,260 26,198
Total solver queries 9,163 9,155
Solver queries SAT 383 384
Solver queries UNSAT 8,780 8,771
Solver queries timeout 0 0
Total seconds spent in solver 858 769
Total analysis time (secs) 2,600 1,658
Peak memory usage (Mb) 512 366

Figure 12: Experimental results for ANI.

along the program execution defined when parsing this sampleANI
file. The table presents data for both regular SAGE and with loop
summarization. A “-” in the table means the data is undefined or
unknown.

During the entire program execution, 5,455 unique conditional
statements are executed, among which 300 are symbolic, and 231
unique loops are detected dynamically by our implementation (see
the previous section). Among these 231 loops, 19 are detected to
contain one or more symbolic guards and are thus possibly input-
dependent. Our algorithm is able to successfully guess the number
of iterations for 6 of those 19 loops. Those 6 loops are summarized
25 times in total, i.e., there are 25 summarized loop activations
(some of 6 loops are thus executed and summarized successively
more than once during the entire program execution). These 25
summarizations remove a total of 78 constraints out of the path
constraint and perform a total of 56 symbolic memory updates(i.e.,
there are 56 instances of induction variables modified during the
25 loop summarizations). The total number of constraints inthe
path constraint is 26,260, but only 9,183 are unique (duplicates are
removed as cache hits). To solve those constraints, 9,183 calls are
made to the Z3 SMT solver, resulting in 383 satisfiable constraints,
8,780 unsatisfiable constraints and no (5secs) timeouts. The total
execution time spent in Z3 is 858 secs. Overall, symbolic execution
and constraint solving takes 2,600 secs and requires 521 Mb of
memory.

We observe that few loops are detected to have symbolic guards
(19 out of 231), among which only 33% (6) of those are guessed
correctly and hence summarized. To find out why, we visually in-
spected these 19 loops and collected additional statistics(not shown
here). Some of those 19 loops that are not summarized have non-IV
guards typically involving pointers as in the following pattern

...
for (j = 0; j < x; j++) { // x is input-dependent

if (array != NULL) // non IV-dependent loop guard
array[j] = data;

...

Another reason is that some input-dependent loops are executed
only once or twice, which is insufficient for our dynamic loopde-
tection and summarization algorithms to kick in. We also tried
12 other ANI input files, but were unable to exercise such loops
a larger number of times – see the table in Figure 13.



Input size (bytes) 2504 11326 7908 3272 4592 11346 1700 800 15902 6362 4100 818
Total analysis time (secs) 391 649 958 465 205 746 362 10 22 1611 555 249
Unique branches 5459 5446 5479 5461 5460 5440 5451 3008 3146 5454 5474 5447
Unique symbolic branches 272 269 263 271 275 272 254 7 105 288 272 282
Unique loops 231 228 232 230 229 228 229 125 133 229 232 230
Unique loops w. symb. cond. 17 19 16 17 19 20 16 0 4 18 17 17
Unique loops w. right guesses 2 5 5 5 1 5 0 0 0 5 5 2
Loop summarizations 22 23 30 36 2 17 0 0 0 48 23 5

Figure 13: Experimental results for 12 other ANI input files.

We also observe that the number of iterations for the loops that
are summarized is low, resulting in only 78 constraints being re-
moved from the path constraint. However, the total number of
unique constraints (total solver queries) remains about the same:
the removal of constraints due to loop summaries is offset bynew
constraints due to program branches testing IV-values partof post-
conditions and made symbolic by the 56 symbolic updates. More-
over, most of the removed constraints and of the new constraints
on IV-values are satisfiable, so the overall number of SAT con-
straints remains about the same (for this experiment with a small
well-formed input file where symbolic loops are executed only a
small number of times).

Remember the model of each SAT constraint is used to define
a new test input file. Interestingly, the SAT constraints with loop
summarization gives the systematic search a head start as the new
constraints immediately exercise more new code: the incremen-
tal instruction coverage obtained by running all 383 generation-1
children tests with loop summarization is about 33% higher than
the incremental instruction coverage obtained by running all 384
generation-1 children tests without loop summarization.

This benefit comes comes at the cost of an about 50% overhead
for both total runtime and peak memory usage. This overhead is
due to all the extra book-keeping needed by our loop detection
and summarization algorithm, and isnot due to constraint solving,
which remains roughly the same. We emphasize that our current
prototype is a first non-optimized implementation of our newalgo-
rithm – further optimizations might be able to reduce this cost.

Note that the long execution time of 1,658 secs for regular SAGE
is due to turning off all unsound optimizations and heuristics (such
as bounds on the number of constraints at specific branches, con-
straint subsumption, etc.) used by default in SAGE (see [12]).

The results of similar experiments with 12 other ANI input files
(including a randomly-generated bogus 800-bytes file) are shown
in Figure 13. These numbers confirm the general trends observed
above.

7. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
The closest work related to ours is [16]. These authors also ob-

serve that standard symbolic execution does not track control de-
pendences and therefore forces loops to execute a fixed number
of iterations as in a concrete execution. For each program loop,
they define atrip countas a symbolic variable which represents the
number of times the loop is executed. They then propose to run
a separate static abstract-interpretation-based analysis to determine
linear relations between program variables and trip counts. Trip
counts are themselves related to the input using a grammar describ-
ing the input format and supplied to the analysis. In contrast, our
approach is simpler: linear relations among induction variables are
inferred dynamically during a single dynamic symbolic execution,
made explicit by symbolic store updates at loop summarization,
and then propagated forward by regular symbolic execution.Also,
we infer loop counts based on simple pattern matching, and donot

require an input grammar. Our method however may miss loop
counts in cases of loops over delimited fields in the input, which
can be handled in [16] thanks to the input grammar; combiningour
technique with the orthogonallength abstractiontechnique of [19]
could remove this limitation while still not relying on any input
grammar. Another difference is that loop structures are defined/de-
tected in [16] using static (binary) analysis. Instead, we build the
program’s loop structure on the fly, without additional tools for
static analysis. The price we pay is that sometimes we may lose
one iteration before detecting a loop, and that loop exits are harder
to detect (see Section 5.1). The computation overhead introduced
by our technique is reasonable, about 50% runtime and memory,
and we believe that optimizations can reduce it. Similar measure-
ments are not available from [16] which does not present results of
controlled experiments hightlighting the specific contribution of the
loop treatment (i.e., turned on versus off) in a dynamic testgener-
ation tool. We use a context stack to handle arbitrary nestedloops
and recursive functions; such cases are not discussed in [16] ad-
dresses such cases. Finally, [16] does not define when (i.e.,under
which assumptions) their approach is sound and/or complete.

In program verification using verification-condition generation,
a static program analysis generates a single logic formula repre-
senting the entire program (e.g., [4]). This formula typically uses
one symbolic variable for each program variable, and captures all
control and data dependencies. This approach also typically re-
quires the user to provide a loop invariant for each program loop,
as well as pre and postconditions for individual functions.This
in turns allows for modular program reasoning. In contrast,dy-
namic test generation [11, 6] generates logic formulas representing
individual whole-program paths one at a time. This allows logic
encodings of very long program executions [12], but suffersfrom
path explosion since many paths need be considered. Composi-
tional dynamic test generation [9, 1, 13] provide a practical trade-
off between these two extreme logic program representations: in-
tuitively, sets of (say intraprocedural) sub-paths can be bundled to-
gether in logic program summaries using disjunctions of (intrapro-
cedural) sub-path constraints, and injected in regular (interproce-
dural) whole-program path constraints. Prior work on summariza-
tion in dynamic test generation describes algorithms for memoiz-
ing sub-path constraints, for incrementally bundling theminto logic
summaries, and for hierarchical search space exploration,but does
not prescribe any specific procedure for dealing with loops,unlike
our loop generalization and summarization which can encodein
one logic formula possibly infinitely many loop executions.

Automatic loop invariant generation and summarization hasbeen
discussed in numerous papers in the context of static program anal-
ysis, including for infinite-state model checking (e.g., [5]), pred-
icate abstraction (e.g., [3]), and termination analysis (e.g., [18]),
to name a few. In comparison, the main originality of our workis
that it is based on detecting loop structures, induction variables, IV-
dependent guards and linear relationships between those ina com-
pletely dynamic way– our algorithm does not require any static



program analysis. We are not aware of any other entirely-dynamic
loop-invariant generation algorithm.

Over the last few years, dynamic test generation has been ex-
tended in various ways and applied to other application domains
(e.g., [8, 17, 2, 15] among others). However, except for [16]and
this paper, we are not aware of any other paper specifically focused
on how to deal with input-dependent loops in dynamic test genera-
tion.
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